A mixed-penalty biphasic finite element formulation incorporating viscous fluids and material interfaces.
The fluid viscosity term of the fluid phase constitutive equation and the interface boundary conditions between biphasic, solid and fluid domains have been incorporated into a mixed-penalty finite element formulation of the linear biphasic theory for hydrated soft tissue. The finite element code can now model a single-phase viscous incompressible fluid, or a single-phase elastic solid, as limiting cases of a biphasic material. Interface boundary conditions allow the solution of problems involving combinations of biphasic, fluid and solid regions. To incorporate these conditions, the volume-weighted mixture velocity is introduced as a degree of freedom at interface nodes so that the kinematic continuity conditions are satisfied by conventional finite element assembly techniques. Results comparing our numerical method with an independent, analytic solution for the problem of Couette flow over rigid and deformable porous biphasic layers show that the finite element code accurately predicts the viscous fluid flows and deformation in the porous biphasic region. Thus, the analysis can be used to model the interface between synovial fluid and articular cartilage in diarthrodial joints. This is an important step toward modeling and understanding the mechanisms of joint lubrication and another step toward fully modeling the in vivo behavior of a diarthrodial joint.